
Why bother recycling those nasty plastics? Here’s why. 

Has recent news left you wondering if it’s worthwhile to rinse and sort your plastic 

containers?   … an emphatic “yes” 

“Plastic” is a broad term 

Durable:  electronics, carpet, siding, furniture, pillows, mattresses, toys, medical equipment, 

camping gear, shoes (donate!)… 

Semi-durable: toothbrushes, clothing (donate all!), inflatables, fishing nets, buckets;;; 

Disposable (<50%!):  1. Not economically recyclable: expanded polystyrene, coffee lids, straws, 

utensils, ribbon, shrink sleeves, freezer boxes and bags, toothpaste tubes, “flushable” (not) wipes, 

… 

 2. Recyclable, but not in the cart: bags, toys, buckets, planter pots laundry baskets, … 

 3. Recyclable in the cart:  bottles, tubs, lids, yogurt containers - #1, 2 and 5 

  - More than 70% is trashed and littered! 

Chasing arrows: Misleading.  #3, 4, 6 and 7 not practically recyclable.  

US recycling infrastructure improvements since 2018; PP#5 sorted.  Capacity for more plastic. 

Plastic value:  comprise less than 10% of our residential recycling, but provide half of its value, 

subsidizing the low/negative valued paper and glass, processing cost.  

The only good material is no material: From plastic hater to paper and glass skeptic 

Despite its eco-failings, plastic is more efficient and usually less impactful than its 

alternatives. Yet the deforestation, chemical and climate-warming pollution of paper 

production, and the fossil-fueled furnaces of glassmaking somehow manage to escape the 

scrutiny that plastic receives.  (UK Evidence report; McKinsey) 

Substitutes are less effective at preventing spoiled food and broken merchandise, which 

are far more wasteful than the packaging.   



Extended Producer Responsibility: Canada etc, producers fund 

recycling with a small fee on packaging.  Toothpaste thus is sold loose, 

not in boxes. New laws in Maine, California, Oregon and Colorado 

include incentives to use materials that have the lowest impact.  

Big brands redesigning their packaging. Join us! 

Overproduction of ALL materials is straining our little planet’s ability 

to support us.  

Recycling does give consumers an unjustified excuse to buy more stuff.   

Unless and until our society re-embraces Yankee frugality - making do with less, bringing our 

own bags, washing durable party goods – should we just trash the plastic we CAN recover?   

We consumers are not helpless in the fight against waste.   We have the power to be creative, 

buy less stuff, to replace disposables with rags, mugs, and dishes, to borrow, rent, and repair.   

As for the rest, we can recycle and redeem our clean paper, cardboard, bottles, cans and rigid 

containers with confidence.  Putting plastic waste into new products is a far happier ending, and 

beginning, than burning, burying or littering them.  

 

https://www.packworld.com/news/sustainability/article/22419036/four-states-enact-packaging-epr-laws
https://ssrcoop.info/recycling-how-to/
https://ssrcoop.info/recycling-how-to/

